
Murphy 

Murphy is a 12 year old boy going on 5 lol ☺  

Murphy came to us when his owner passed away, the family could 
not keep him.  Murphy is a sweet boy that does not act like he is 12 

years old.  Murphy is quite energetic for his age and likes to talk 
and play.  Murphy at times has a lot to talk about.  We believe 

Murphy’s owner that passed away must have been home with him 
most if not all, of the time.  Murphy does have some separation 

anxiety when he is left at home.  Murphy does have to wear a doggy 
diaper if you leave him as he will urinate in the house if left home 

alone.  Murphy is potty trained and does not pee in the house when 
you are home with him.  Murphy will bark or go to the door and 

bark when he needs to go outside to potty.  What we have seen on 
our cameras is that he still goes to the door and barks when we 

leave, but no one is there to let him out, so he does urinate in his 
doggy diaper.  Murphy would do best in a home where someone is 

home most if not all, of the time.  Murphy is such a lover and loves 
to be on your lap and to snuggle with you.  Murphy does enjoy his 

sleep so while sleeping the old saying let sleeping does lie pertains to 
Murphy. What we have learned is we can pet him but do not try to 

wake him and with all dogs stay out of his face while sleeping.    
Murphy loves to go on walks, he is still playful and silly.  Murphy 
wants to sleep in bed with his family as he likes to know you are 

close.  Murphy does well with most of the other dogs, but would do 
best as on only dog or with an older more calm female dog.  They 

told us Murphy is 12 years young, he truly acts much younger than 
12.  Murphy does like to explore so keeping things out of reach is 

important… he at times likes to try to counter surf!  

If you would like to know more about Murphy you can email us at 
ohanabassethoundrescue@gmail.com or call us at 816-261-5487 
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